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What happens when an atheistic science fiction writer dies  

and finds himself in the hell from Dante Alighieri’s The Divine Comedy? 
 

Adapted from the novel by Larry Niven and Jerry Pournelle, Inferno is a modern 
day journey through hell based on the familiar landscape first presented in Dante’s 
Divine Comedy. 

 
After unceremoniously falling out the window of a hotel room party, science 

fiction writer Allen Carpentier wakes to find himself at the gates of hell. He attempts to 
follow Dante's road map through the Nine Circles of Hell led by a mysterious guide who 
calls himself Benny. He encounters countless mental and physical tortures while 
struggling to escape. Joining him on his journey are figures both unknown (a cocky pilot 
named Corbett) and renowned (Billy the Kid). As he makes his way through new, 
puzzling, and outlandish sins, Allen realizes his only way out may be to go deeper into 
the center of Hell. 

 
The novel was written in 1979 and a sequel (Escape from Hell) was written 30 

years later. This feature film adaptation would incorporate elements of both novels as 
well as introduce new ideas, characters and concepts. The film will contain several action 
set pieces as our characters traverse the pitfalls of hell in their attempt to reach the bottom 
of the 9th circle. Pits of fire, serpents, a lake of boiling blood, a ghost car chase through a 
fiery desert, masochistic game playing demons, a frozen tundra and more horrors await 
our characters throughout their journey. 

 
One of the main concepts carried over from the novel will be the inclusion of 

modern day sins not present in Dante’s work. From the internet, to terrorism, to 
environmental crimes, sins will be updated in new and creative ways, as well as their 
punishments. Additionally, the inclusion of famous personalities from history and pop 
culture will add humor and pathos to the core story. 

 
The landscapes of hell will offer a director a great deal of special effects 

opportunities creating each subsequent circle. Audiences will enjoy the rollercoaster ride 
as they travel in the back seat through each of these new and terrifying environments.  

 
Since Allen is a sci-fi writer, he is constantly trying to explain his circumstances 

through technical means, not believing he is actually in Hell. Benito proves to be an 
equally intriguing character. While a kind and benevolent guide to Allen, the revelation 
that he is the infamous fascist Benito Mussolini kicks off the exciting final act of the film. 


